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Help create a global 
sanctuary around  
the Arctic  
With your support, we will 
persuade Arctic state leaders  
and international community to 
prioritise protecting the Arctic  
and create a global sanctuary 
around the region so no one  
can drill there.

Expose the  
reckless practices  
of the oil giants
Our researchers will prove  
that the oil giants are not 
prepared for the challenges  
of Arctic Ocean oil drilling. 
Together we can reveal the  
true cost of this dangerous  
and foolhardy ambition. 

Mobilise a worldwide 
movement to  
Save the Arctic  
Already, six million people  
have signed up to our  
campaign to Save the Arctic.  
We need more people to  
answer our call, and create  
a global movement for change  
that cannot be ignored. 

<Please donate £XX  
today to stop Shell.>

We will stop Shell from drilling in the Arctic Ocean.

Continued...
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Dear personalised,

“There will be spills” if oil drilling begins in the Arctic Ocean. 

Not my words. Not the words of my colleagues in the Arctic team. Not the words of a climate change 
scientist, or campaigner. 

No. These are the words of Shell*. 

Consider for a moment just how telling that statement is. The arrogance to admit that an oil spill is 
inevitable if Shell go into the Arctic. The callousness in shrugging off that inevitability. And the ignorance  
to think that they could handle the devastating impact when – not if – a spill occurs. 

It’s a spill that will flood the pristine environment 
of the Arctic Ocean with thick, crude oil. As it 
spreads unchecked, it will saturate the wings of 
Arctic Terns. It will contaminate the fur of polar 
bears, causing these mighty creatures to freeze 
to death. It will destroy the homes of humpback 
whales, walruses, Arctic foxes and belugas. And, 
if the ocean freezes over, the oil could become 
trapped under the sea ice. No clean up team is 
going to be able to access it. Instead it will spread 
and, as it spreads, become even more difficult to 
find – and impossible to clean up. 

Shell does not have the technology to effectively 
clean up oil from a spill under an ice cap. No one 
does. Because that technology simply doesn’t exist. 
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walruses, in order to increase their share price. They’re 
willing to destroy the homes of the indigenous population, 
in order to increase their share price. They’re willing to take 
a gamble with the planet’s survival, in order to increase 
their share price. 

It’s as though they’ve run mad with greed. 

<You can take on Shell. You can stop their insane 
rush for oil, and prevent the inevitable spill by giving 
£XX today. >

As a Greenpeace supporter, you are part of a global, co-ordinated force of over 6.8 million people 
determined to expose the reckless nature of Shell’s big gamble. Our campaign to Save the Arctic is our 
biggest and most ambitious ever. At this pivotal moment to save our planet, we refuse to give up. 

<When you donate £XX today, you can help to stop Shell. The eyes of the world are watching what 
happens next. If Shell goes in, then other oil giants may well follow. If Shell is stopped, then their peers are 
far more likely to conclude that going into the Arctic is too difficult, too costly and bad for business. The 
Arctic will be left alone.> 

Shell themselves say an oil spill in the Arctic is inevitable. It’s a spill that will be impossible to 
clean up. It will leave behind a destroyed habitat. It will kill endangered wildlife. We must stop 
Shell – before it’s too late.

Thank you for your support. 

John Sauven   

<PS. This is the pivotal moment in the fight to Save the Arctic. If we can stop Shell, we can stop offshore 
Arctic oil drilling for good. Please give £X today and help us reach our target of £355,333. Thank you.> 

*Pete Slaiby, the former Vice President of Shell Alaska 



July 2012:  
Shell’s drill ship, the Noble Discoverer, 
drags anchor and nearly drifts ashore.

September 2012:  
 Caught off guard by the sea ice, drilling 
stops after one day. Meanwhile, in a test, 
their oil spill containment system is crushed 
by the ice. 

November 2012:  
The Noble Discoverer catches fire.

December 2012:  
The Kulluk drilling rig breaks loose and runs 
aground off Kodiak Island, Alaska.

As a result, Shell’s contractors, the Noble 
Corporation, pleaded guilty to eight 
felony offences of malfunctions, hazards, 
misdeeds and deceptions. They had to 
pay a $12.2 million fine. 

Shell wasn’t prepared for the Arctic 
then, and they’re not now. We must 
stop Shell from drilling into the Arctic. 

Shell’s drill ship, the Noble Discoverer

Greenpeace activists confront the oil giants.

If Shell go ahead, iconic species 
will lose their habitat.

An oil spill in the Arctic Ocean could result in an 
environmental disaster as devastating as the horrors  
of Deepwater Horizon or Exxon Valdez where oil still 
lingers 25 years later.

<By the time you read this letter, we will have 
less than 50 days to stop Shell from drilling in the 
Arctic. We must stop them before it’s too late. Can 
you help us, with a £XX gift today?>

Shell’s actions remind me of the film, There Will be Blood. If 
you haven’t seen it, this film focuses on an oil baron whose 
lust and greed for the stuff drives him to the brink of insanity. 

I can’t help but think that this same madness is true of Shell. 
How else do you explain their willingness to gamble with the 
future of the planet, all in the pursuit of profit? The Arctic is not 
theirs to gamble away. It belongs to all of us – and it’s up to all 
of us to protect it. 

To stop Shell, we need everyone who cares about the 
future of our planet to help raise £355,333 – Shell CEO 
Ben Van Beurden’s weekly salary last year. 

At this pivotal moment of our campaign, there is so much we could do with one week’s worth of his 
massive salary. 

<We could mobilise more people to join our global movement to Save the Arctic. We could stand in 
solidarity with the people of Seattle, as activists tell Shell they’re not welcome in the city’s port. And we 
could do even more to reveal the true costs of Arctic Ocean oil drilling, so that the US government has no 
choice but to put a stop to Shell’s madness.>

<Shell is now the only oil giant intent on moving into the Arctic. The others have all concluded 
that risks to their finances and to their reputations are too high. With your £X gift today, we can 
force Shell to turn back from the Arctic too.>  

Russian giant Gazprom, who led the oil race into Arctic waters last year, is now slowing down its 
operations. The oil they have extracted has been of poor quality and their sole Arctic Ocean rig, 
Prirazlomnava, is currently operating at a loss. 

The French oil giant, Total, has stated:

“Energy companies should not drill for crude in Arctic waters. The risk of 
an oil spill in such an environmentally sensitive area is simply too high.”

Meanwhile, Professor Robert Bea – leading engineering academic and 
consultant to Shell – advised the oil giant against going into the Arctic. 
Shell and he were forced to “agree to disagree.”

Even the US government has warned that if offshore Arctic oil 
drilling begins, there will be a 75% chance of a major spill. And 
yet, in spite of this, they may give Shell permission to move in. 

<But their decision is not yet final. It can be reversed, and with your 
help, it will be. Your £X will support our campaigners as they reveal 

the dangers of Shell’s oil ambitions and expose the true 
costs of drilling in the Arctic Ocean. After all, when 
even the US government has admitted there will be 
a major spill, it’s not a question of if. It’s a question of 
when, how big, how long will it last, and how many.> 

If Shell isn’t going to heed the warnings of  
us, their peers and their own consultants,  
perhaps they should heed the warnings of  
their own history. 

Their last venture into the Alaskan Arctic ended in 
disaster. With an oil rig run aground, a ship on fire, and 
forced to halt drilling after just one day, the company 
was accused of criminal activity and negligence, 
convicted and fined $12.2 million. 

Worse, Shell’s prospects for success haven’t improved 
since then. They still don’t have the technology to drill 
safely in such hostile conditions; no one does. They 
still don’t have an effective clean-up plan for when a 
spill occurs. And with oil prices falling by more than 
50% in the last year, they will now be under pressure 
from their shareholders to reduce costs and maintain 
profitability. This means cutting corners on safety and 
environmental protection. 

This doesn’t bode well for the Arctic, or the wildlife and 
people who call it home. 

Shell claims that they must drill in the Arctic 
Ocean in order to meet the planet’s energy needs. 
This is simply not true. The Arctic’s oil reserves 
must stay in the ground. 

Climate scientists have warned that even if we burn all 
the fossil fuel reserves we already know about, we will 
be unable prevent catastrophic climate change. To go 
into the Arctic looking for more makes absolutely no 
sense – unless Shell has another reason for wanting to 
invade this unique and pristine environment. 

They do.

And it’s all about boosting their share price. Shell’s share 
price depends on the size of its oil reserves. Shell is 
determined to go into the Arctic in order to ‘top up’ 
their existing oil reserves, because the bigger the oil 
reserves it can claim, the higher the share price will go 
– adding a few more thousand pounds to Van Beurden’s 
weekly pay cheque. 

Shell is willing to take this insane gamble and risk a 
major oil spill that will devastate the Arctic. They’re 
willing to risk the lives of polar bears, whales and 


